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About Lark Descending
This piece came about as a result of thinking about magneto reception in animals whilst on a
walk across the North Yorkshire moors. On that walk in 2018 I saw several Skylarks shoot up into
the air in a burst of song when ever I got too close to their nests which were hidden amongst the
heathy moorland. It remember how special and unusual it seemed to see this spectacle of birds
hovering on the breeze about 20 - 30 meters overhead and singing this amazingly complex song
which never seemed to repeat. As well as having this ability to sing complex songs, Skylarks,
like almost all other animals except humans, have a sense of the earth’s magnetic field (magneto
reception) and use it for orientation and migration.
Months after seeing the Skylarks singing in the sky I read about the decline in their numbers
across the Uk as a result of habitat loss. In fact the Skylark population in Britain has declined
more than 50% in the last 50 years. The key reason for that habitat loss is due to intensified
farming practises, instead of fields being left fallow after the autumn harvest they are immediately
ploughed and re-seeded. This has been devastating for Skylarks and many other birds because
the food (spilt seed) and shelter (stubble) that would have been there in the past has now dissappeared.
For several years now my work has explored magnetism and magnetic fields which has led to
magnets being a key feature of art work produced. I decided to put these two elements together, magnet & bird, in this piece. The bird is inanimate, frozen as rusty steel, yet still hovering mid
air, held in place by an invisible magnetic field - a reference to magneto reception. On the back
board a rusted copy of the graph opposite showing the decine rate of the Skylark.
The final element of the piece is the mechanical movement. This was a new departure into arduino electronics. The descent of the Lark is triggered by a movemnet sensor, the person viewing
is implicated in its decline, at the same time the song of the Skylark begins. However, as the bird
reaches the bottom of the graph its song fades and the rumble of a tractor engine overtakes as
the descent is complete. The bird then travels to the top in silence as it resets the mechanism
ready fo the next viewer.

The most difficult aspect of this mechanical art work was maintaining the distance of the magnetic field between the metalic
bird and the powerful magnet. The field strength increases
exponencially the closer a ferric object gets to a magnet and
so a tricky balance has to be found between the strength of
the magnet and the weight of the object. The especially strong
neodymium magnet used here was necessary to lift the weight
of the metal bird whilst still maintianing a visible distance of one
centimeter - the most beguiling aspect from the viewers perspective. To do this, steel wire and reinforced metal brackets
were used to maintain rigidity and reduce any flexing of the
structure.
A stepper motor was needed to acurately control the ascent
and descent within defined limits. To control this and the
sound file an arduino circuit baord was linked to a motor board
and a sound board (which stored the audio file of the birds
song) and the motion sensor which triggers the cycle.
The piece can be seen working on this webpage:
http://richardpaton.com/lark-descending/

